Specialist Lifting & Heavy Haulage
www.mvtrenchsupport.com

Specialist Lifting & Shoring Solutions
Trench Boxes
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Waler Systems

Drag Boxes

About Us
Specialist Lifting • Shoring Solutions • Heavy Haulage
MV Trench Support supply high quality, reliable specialist lifting, shoring and heavy
haulage solutions from our base in Livingston to sites throughout Scotland and beyond.
We work closely with all our customers to understand and supply the perfect
solutions to match their unique needs. As strong believers in site visits and by
adopting a hands-on approach to your needs, MV Trench Support combines
industry expertise with a personal touch to provide you with the absolute best
real-world advice and solutions.

MV Trench Support’s Services

The right tool makes any job easier, so our highly experienced team of industry
experts have a high specification and diverse fleet of specialist crane tractors,
rigids and trailers at their disposal.
MV Trench Support’s fleet is backed up by our sister company, MV Truck and Van
Rental’s fleet of over a thousand vehicles. Their ready to go fleet can supplement
our fleet at a moment’s notice to ensure we always have the perfect vehicles for
your needs.

• Trench Support & Shoring Solutions		

• Low Loader Transport

• Tailored Lifting Solutions		

• Abnormal Loads & ADR Movements

• Specialist Installation & Removal		

• Hired Contract Haulage with Drivers

From specialist lifts to complete shoring solutions to contract heavy haulage, make
MV Trench Support your first call.

• Heavy Haulage & Trailer Transport		

• Fly-jib Crane Hire

We are always here to support you.

• Out of Hours Service		

• Tipper and Tipper Grab Services

Our haulage and crane services are provided by our team of highly trained and
experienced drivers, crane operators and transport planners to ensure all of our
services run smoothly, on time and on budget.
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Our Services
Specialist Installation & Removal Solutions
In addition to our shoring and trench support solutions, we also offer specialist installation & removal
services. With extensive experience working with some of the most technically challenging movements
across the United Kingdom, our reputation for reliable, speedy and safe installation & removal services
is growing rapidly.
Our diverse fleet of crane tractors and rear steer rigids & trailers allows for the collection and delivery of
oversized machinery or building materials, such as over-sized generators, portable cabins and more,
in almost all areas from tight urban spaces to rough rural sites.
Offering a varied combination of tractors & trailers and a variety of rigid plant trucks, including
cheesewedges, beavertails and cabin spec trucks, fitted with and without cranes, we make the
moving, installation and removal of specialist equipment and machinery easy wherever it is in the UK.

Specialist Transportation to the Following Sectors
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Rail • Generators & Wind Turbines • Plant • Aeronautics • Construction & Demolition • Events • Argriculture
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Heavy Haulage & Low Loader Transport
Our heavy haulage tractors and trailers are the perfect tools to move anything from large
industrial machinery to railway carriages and even jet turbines. With a variety of tractor and trailer
combinations available, we can move virtually anything up to 50 tonnes with ease anywhere
across the United Kingdom.
In addition to our fleet of extender trailers, we also have several low loader trailers designed to
move over-sized agricultural and plant equipment such as 50 tonne crushers and excavators
easily.
Our specialised trailers are capable of moments of up to 22 meters, with longer by arrangement,
and make the movement of abnormal loads such as wind turbines and bridges easy wherever
they are heading across the UK.
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Abnormal Loads & ADR Movements
We don’t just move the heavy stuff. MV Trench Support also has extensive expertise in
the moving of abnormal loads.
Together with our network of sister companies, we make light work of ADR movements.
Wherever you need your goods in the UK, our team of highly experienced experts will
ensure that all movements are fully planned, compliant & certified and overseen from start
to finish. MV Trench Support offers a fleet of escort and support vehicles to protect your
load and improve delivery time.
We ensure safety always comes first.
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Hired Contract Haulage with Drivers
By offering a range of short and long-term contract haulage solutions, both
with and without drivers, we are able to provide a full range of contract
haulage solutions to suit almost any haulage need.
Our drivers are all certified and highly trained to make sure your load arrives
safely at its destination, but also that safety and protection those around
your load and the environment is ensured.
We go out of our way to make sure you receive the best levels of personal
service. As such, our reliable and consistent on-time collection, transportation
and delivery of goods services are increasingly in demand across the UK.

24/7/365 Service
Important projects never stop, so why should your haulage and lifting
support services? We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year offering advice, service and support so that whatever
your project is, we are able to ensure you never have to worry about
your haulage and lifting needs.
Whether you are looking for emergency, short notice or around the
clock lifting and hauling services, MV Trench Support’s team is here for
you.
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UK Wide Services

Tailored Lifting Services

Working in partnership with our sister companies in the MV Group and our
network of partners, we are able to offer you unparalleled services wherever
you are in the UK.

We pride ourselves on our high specification, modern fleet, and highly skilled
operators who ensure that your delivery is handled with extreme care and
arrives safely wherever it is headed. With extensive experience with some of
the most technically challenging specialist lifts, MV Trench Support’s rapid
growth in the crane vehicle lifting industry has been fuelled by our reputation
for reliability, efficiency and technical expertise.

Whether you are looking for local or long distance heavy haulage, onceoff lifts or long-term contracts, our team of highly trained and experienced
industry experts are here to support you.

Our specialist crane fleet is supported by MV Commercial, the UK’s leading
original build crane vehicle supplier, so you can rest assured knowing that
whatever your load, it is being transported on bespoke and purpose-built
vehicles that have been specifically designed for safety and reliability.
With extensive experience lifting and delivering to construction, demolition
and civil engineering sites, we are excited to offer our specialist lifting
solutions services across the United Kingdom.
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Tipper & Tipper Grab Hire
Due to an increase in demand throughout the construction and
demolition industry, MV Trench Support is proud to offer tipper and
tipper grab services across the United Kingdom. Available with or
without a trained operator and driver, our tipper grab hire services
are available for short, medium and long-term jobs.
We have a range of marques and models available for hire,
including the Volvo FMX 420, DAF CF 400 and the Scania P and
G series fitted with either Thompson Loadmaster Steel Bodies or
Gleeson Steel Bodies.
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Letham Road
Houston Industrial Estate
Livingston
EH54 5BY
www.mvtrenchsupport.com

